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The Jajah Phone Buddy is a
new free dialer program that

allows you to dial anywhere in
the world automatically using
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the Jajah VOIP platform. It is
completely free and requires
no installation or hardware.
Dial phone numbers to any

country in the world with just
one click. Enter the local or

National code and then select
your country from a list of

supported countries, for
example: UK, US,... Then just
press the hot key to call. Jajah
Phone Buddy is a program that

will run in the background
while you use your computer.
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It does not need to be open in
order to work. It will work

with any phone or any Mobile
phone. The Jajah Phone

Buddy has many features: *
Automatic dial of phone

numbers with country code
and phone number dialing by
name, caller id, number... *
Language translation * Call

recording (Jajah free calls with
all countries) * Redial and

Quick dial functions (favorite
phone numbers) * Phone
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number redirection from any
directory to the Jajah Number
* Call History logging * Call
blockers * Integration with

popular CRM, email
applications and telephony

software * Works with Jajah
VOIP phone * Free call to

other Jajah users * Simple and
easy to use interface The Jajah

Phone Buddy is completely
free software. The Jajah
Phone Buddy has a free

14-day trial period which can
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be started any time during the
trial period. During the trial

period the Jajah Phone Buddy
can be used to make calls to all

countries for free. After the
trial period the call rates will
be based on the available free

usage on the Jajah phone.
Jajah Phone Buddy is a web-

based program that can be
used with any web browser.

The Jajah Phone Buddy does
not need to be installed or

downloaded on any computer.
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Just a standard web-browser
will do, and you will be able to

access the phone from any
location on the web. Every call

to a Jajah Phone Buddy is a
free call that can be used in

any country. The Jajah Phone
Buddy is integrated with Jajah,
a new VOIP platform that will
allow users to make low cost

calls to anywhere in the world.
For more information on Jajah

see the dedicated Jajah
Website: www.jajah.com The
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Jajah Phone Buddy

Jajah Phone Buddy With Key Free Download PC/Windows

Jajah Phone Buddy is a visual
Basic script and automation
tool that lets you add jajah
phonebook dialling to your

favourite windows software. It
simply moves the cursor to a
phone number and press the

hotkey to activate jajah dialer.
The jajah phone buddy dialer

then looks at the phone
number, where the cursor was
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previously, and formats the
international country code
automatically. If the phone

number does not contain the
international country code then

the user can select the code
from their own "Favourite

countries" in the jajah phone
buddy. The system also

provides redial and quick dial
(favorite phone numbers)

facilities too. Here are some
key features of Jajah Phone
Buddy: ￭ Free software!!!
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Free trial calls!!! ￭ Install in
minutes ￭ Use with almost any

windows software!!! ￭ No
Hardware to install, use with
any phone system!!! ￭ No

special headset needed, just
your own phone or mobile ￭

Cheap national and
international calls using Voice

Over IP without using your
internet bandwidth and very
competitive pricing ￭ Use

your Jajah phone book from
any Web browser ￭ Free calls
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to other Jajah users ￭ Call
History logged ￭ Business

accounts for managing
multiple users ￭ Integration
with many of the top CRM
and Accounts applications,

such as Quickbooks, Microsoft
CRM, Microsoft, Access,

Microsoft Outlook, Goldmine,
ACT ￭ Ideal for single users
and small businesses Short
description: Jajah Phone

Buddy is a visual Basic script
and automation tool that lets
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you add jajah phonebook
dialling to your favourite

windows software. It simply
moves the cursor to a phone
number and press the hotkey
to activate jajah dialer. The

jajah phone buddy dialer then
looks at the phone number,

where the cursor was
previously, and formats the
international country code
automatically. If the phone

number does not contain the
international country code then
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the user can select the code
from their own "Favourite

countries" in the jajah phone
buddy. The system also

provides redial and quick dial
(favorite phone numbers)

facilities too. Here are some
key features of Jajah Phone
Buddy: ￭ Free software!!!

Free trial calls!!! ￭ Install in
minutes ￭ Use with almost any

windows 1d6a3396d6
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Jajah Phone Buddy Crack Download

This is a free trial version. It
can dial from Jajah to all other
countries, save them as
favourite and use redial and
quick dial features. The system
uses a Jajah (Jajah.net) voip
account and you need to be
connected to Jajah to make
calls. You will be prompted to
login to Jajah, after successful
login it will add you to the
Jajah user database and you
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will be given the option to add
the "Jajah Phone Buddy" to
your windows application.
When installed, the "Jajah
Phone Buddy" dialog will
appear when a Jajah dialer
window is opened. The "Jajah
Phone Buddy" dialer will ask
you to enter your credentials
for Jajah which you have
already created in your Jajah
user database. If you enter the
wrong credentials the system
will not dial. If you enter the
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correct credentials, the "Jajah
Phone Buddy" will start dialing
a phone number by looking at
the Jajah window which the
mouse cursor is over, and
getting the number from there.
The dialer will get the country
code automatically and will
dial the country code and the
phone number. If the dialer
fails to dial the number, it will
ask the user to select from the
country list. The "Jajah Phone
Buddy" will then dial the
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selected country, and then the
dialed number. The "Jajah
Phone Buddy" dialer will save
the phone number in your
Jajah user database as a
"favourite". It will not dial
international numbers that are
NOT part of the system, i.e.
telephone numbers that don't
contain country code, and also
it will not dial calls to Jajah
users. It will save all calls to
favourites and redial, and it
will also log all calls (to make
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it easier for you to keep track
of your call history). It will
also give you quick dial and
redial options so you can call
the favourite numbers directly
from your Jajah window. How
to Install Jajah Phone Buddy:
Jajah Phone Buddy is a free
download from the Internet,
install to your hard drive using
a standard install program of
your choice. When it is
installed and ready to use, you
can use it from any Windows
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application. You can set it as
the default Jajah dialer for that
program. Simply move the
mouse cursor

What's New In Jajah Phone Buddy?

Jajah Phone Buddy is the
fastest and easiest way to dial
numbers from almost any
windows application, such as
Microsoft CRM, Microsoft
Access, Microsoft Outlook
and Goldmine, ACT, other
CRM and Accounts packages.
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The Jajah phone dialer is
included in the Jajah
VoiceOverIP solution, so you
simply need the Jajah
VoiceOverIP and you have
everything you need to start
using a free and unlimited
calling solution. You can now
make unlimited, free
international calls using voice
over IP technology with a
simple click. Jajah
VoiceOverIP provides the
fastest Internet calling rates
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available on the market and
has a 1 year service warranty.
With Jajah VoIP you can now
start making cheap
international calls in as little as
five minutes without the risk
of using your expensive
telephone line or paying for
expensive international calling
services with your internet
connection. To learn more
about Jajah VoIP and how to
get started, check out the Jajah
website at: Q. What is Jajah?
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A. Jajah is the new way to
make cheap calls from any
computer to any phone
worldwide, over the Internet. It
is a completely free system
that connects you to other
Jajah users, and instantly
makes cheap, unlimited
international calls from any
computer to any phone, with
just a few clicks of the mouse.
Q. Is Jajah VoIP similar to
Google Voice or Vonage? A.
No, Jajah is not similar to
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Google Voice or Vonage.
Jajah VoIP is a completely
different service from these
solutions. Jajah VoIP connects
you to other Jajah users and
makes unlimited, cheap
international calls from any
computer to any phone
worldwide. Q. How is it
different from Skype? A.
Jajah is different from Skype
in four main ways: 1. Jajah
VoIP is a completely different
solution than Skype, so the two
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are not compatible. 2. Jajah
VOIP is not a stand-alone
solution. With Jajah VoIP you
can connect to other Jajah
users to make free calls to
other Jajah users or to any
other phone worldwide, over
the Internet. 3. Jajah VoIP is
the only solution on the market
that works from almost any
windows application. Jajah
VoIP can be used with all the
top CRM and Accounts
applications, including
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Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft
Access, Microsoft CRM,
Goldmine, ACT and many
others. 4. Jajah VoIP provides
the cheapest international
calling rates available on the
market. You can now make
cheap, unlimited international
calls to any phone worldwide,
with just a few clicks of the
mouse. Q. How do I get
started? A. You can download
Jajah VoIP
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System Requirements For Jajah Phone Buddy:

Nvidia GTX 770 or AMD 290
1024 MB of RAM (6 GB
DDR3 1333 MHz) Windows 7
(64 bits), Windows 8 (64 bits)
or Windows 10 (64 bits) 4 GB
of free space for the
installation Graphics card of
the PC – Direct X 11 DirectX
11 is not sufficient DirectX 12
is recommended NVIDIA
NVIDIA CUDA Driver 8.0 or
AMD AMD APP SDK
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NVIDIA CUDA 8.0 or AMD
AMD APP SDK is
recommended AMD Radeon
HD
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